ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the applications of image processing and computer vision are heuristically increased. For various types of application like object recognition, industrial dimension inspection and many other engineering and science fields. Extracting consequential information from the digital planar curves in many machine vision applications is the important target. Consequential information means where the point has high curvature and high responsibility for representing the shape of that object. These points are called as dominant points. The dominant points are used to represent the shape with less number of contours and retain the shape. Famous Attneave's [4] observation is that Consequential information about shape is concentrated at dominant points of a curve. Those techniques provide a essential data reduction while preserving important information about object which are used for image matching, pattern recognition and shape description [5] .
Shape representation by polygonal approximation consists of serious vertices. These representations become very popular for its simplicity, locality, generality and compactness [6] . Polygonal approximation is used in various applications like,
• The representation of numerals on car number plates and aircraft by Goyal et al [7] .
• Electrooculographic (EOG) biosignal processing by semyonov [8] • Shape understanding [4] • By set of feature points achieve image analysis by [9] • Image matching algorithm. [10, 11, 12] The goal of polygonal approximation is to capture the boundary shape with least number of vertices. In this approach, some techniques achieve optimal polygon approximation but with maximum error value. [13, 14, 15, 16] .
In most of the techniques, the user defined the threshold examine the number and location of the vertices in the polygon. Some other techniques obtain the vertices directly using dominant point detection and approximate the polygon. Generally, dominant points are points with high curvature.
In section 2 the techniques are explained, in section 3 the results are compared with measures.
COMPARATIVE STUDY

Technique 1
Asif Masood [1] .This approach approximates the polygon in iterative manner. By using the freeman's chaincode, it starts extract the breakpoint from the given contour points. The figure 1[ref12] shows the freeman's chaincode shows all possible direction of the points. Consider figure 2 , the chromosomes mark with start indicates the start direction for freeman's chaincode.
where C is a collection of freeman's chaincode value (from 0 to 7) and n represents the number of contour points. The P is a collection of contour point's x and y co-ordinates for n number of contour points. The associated error value (AEV) is calculated using those extracted breakpoints. The perpendicular (squared) distance between point P k to the straight line P i and P j is called associated error value (AEV) .Take sequence of points as P i , P j and P k and calculate the AEV as follows, 
The AEV is calculated for each break point and stored. The algorithm compares the AEV sequence and identified the least AEV's break point to be deleted. This iteration process deletes all redundant breakpoint. This technique produces expected quality result but still suboptimal, to address this stabilization process is introduced. Stabilization algorithm relocates the break points by comparing its integrated square error (ISE). Integrated square error (ISE) is calculated as follows:
where e i is the squared distance of ith point P of the approximated polygon. This process compares ISE values of its predecessor and successor and relocates the break point where its shape doesn't make more change. It reduces the total distortion (error) which is caused by its neighboring vertices. By this stabilization process the dominant point (DP) moves to optimal location and produces optimal approximated polygon. This approximation technique results at any compression ratio or required error or at any finite approximated measurement. Number of contour points is N Apply chaincode using Table 1 Calculate AEV for all Contours using Table 2 While(termination condition) and store 
Move DP to SP
This approach iteratively deletes the redundant point and stabilization process, stabilizes the points in right location with lass error value and produce high quality polygon approximation.
Technique 2
Carmona [2] proposed a new breakpoint suppression algorithm which suppresses the redundant point and detects the dominant point effectively. This approach first applies freeman's chaincode and extracted initial breakpoints using [ref2]. Then perpendicular distance is calculated using [refence] .Select any breakpoint from the set of breakpoints which is extracted using chaincode. Assume a threshold value d t which is less than one. Now compare the perpendicular distance d sequence with threshold value d t if this d value is less than d t , remain that points which is liable to that distance. This iteration follows until the final point is equal to initial points. 
List =get repositioned DPs Recalculate and update the AEV for List
The termination condition is based on the ratio of length associated with each deleted contour point P i and the maximum error obtained for each contour point P j . A simple and efficient approach for polygonal approximation is discussed. This algorithm produces a polygon approximation with any number of dominant points as per the threshold value.
Technique 3:
Tanvir Parvez [3] proposed a new adaptive optimization algorithm for polygonal approximation. This technique is robust to noise and effective in polygon approximation. It concentrates on the point where its curvature falls high. With those points, the optimization procedure is applied to get the best-fitting polygon approximation. This algorithm follows the points where the level of information is high. Suppression technique is used to address the noise and produce good results. The technique works well with Arabic letters and MPEG CE7 Shape-1Part B database. The algorithm first performs binarization and smoothing using Otsu (1979) and statistical average smoothing is applied (Mahmoud, 1994) . With the smoothened image, the contours are extracted using the algorithm in (Pavlidis, 1982) .
The selection of breakpoints is extracted using freeman's chaincode. The set of cut-points are extracted using Constrained Collinear points (CSS) and remove redundant dominant point. To detect the final set of dominant points, the initial value goes on increasing and will reduces the set of cut-points. Finally, optimization procedure obtained the least candidate sets of points of the polygonal approximation. Set threshold value as 0.5, if the perpendicular distance is less than threshold.
-Triangle formed by three consecutive points must be acute triangle.
-For each unsuppressed point P l other than P i , P j and P k , the minimum distance from P l to the line-segment joining P i and P k is greater than d col .
-Update the strength of the other candidate dominant points and sort them.
Repeat until we obtain optimize efficiency measure elect weakest point first.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measures taken for comparison are n d , CR, ISE, WE.
• Compression ratio (CR) CR = n/n d where n is the number of points in the contour and n d is then number of points of the polygonal approximation.
• The Integral Square Error (ISE) is defined as where e i is the squared distance of ith point P of the approximated polygon.
• Weighted sum of square error,
WE = ISE/CR
The modified version of WE measure is used by Marji and Siy (2004) as WE x = ISE/CR x where x is used to control the contribution of the denominator to the overall result in order to reduce the imbalance between the two terms. The experimental results discuss the approximated polygon for the standard shapes like chromosomes, 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the surveys of the three techniques are clearly illustrated and the results are compared with suitable measures. This paper fully focuses on the ideas which are explored in each technique are gathered and are elaborately explained with suitable datasets. With the help of graph the measures for each shape are calculated and are compared with other techniques.
